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About This Game
Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler as the name suggests it is come back of Frutakia, with the modest outlook and gameplay.
Another invention of the crazysoft limited, who is already the founder of popular and addictive games like Paintball, Zeus Quest
Remastered & The Odyssey & Nelly.
Now let's talk about the game i.e. Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler as the name suggest you have to make a pair of 3 fruits ( aha - no
candy included in this) and this could be in any direction either up, down, right or left. The confusing joy while playing Frutakia
2 - match 3 puzzler is tremendous, one of the most addictive games it has become. The best part of Buying Frutakia 2 - match 3
puzzler is that there is no age bar, a perfect family package game to play and buy today which refreshes your brain.
This is not a long or a time-consuming game it can be played in parts, wherever whatever you are doing travelling, waiting,
looking out for a KIT KAT break game Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler is the right choice.
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The game is not only a fruit cutting game, or a jewel game or a candy crashing game, it is a blend of all 3 of them either you can
cut the fruit, jewel or candy game. A simple slide up, down, right and left swipes and the game is ON. Choose either 3 or more
fruits at a time or candy or jewel, cross matches are not allowed.
Would the game have sounded you easy right? No the watch out factor is everytime you move a fruit your life bar decreases and
everytime you match things your life bar increases,be aware you have to watch out that your life bar should not get empty. As an
empty life bar would result in the loss of game.
The game comes with the two versions :
Easy Game Play
Hard Game Play
Easy is when you are just playing to pass the time in a more entertaining and productive way and Hard gameplay when you are
in a full gaming mode and looking for a perfectly competitive atmosphere gameplay.
Unlike an online casino game which is as addictive as Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler, here you don't play for money or just the
jewel world instead Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler is an easy and light plan game. As Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler is already a
paid version there is no interruption game without ads or any online more glam, it gives you a pure soul of gaming atmosphere.
A quick look at the features of the game:
▶ Most addicting game to play: play once and start experiencing.
▶ Very fast juicy gameplay (a game can last a mere 10 seconds).
▶ Free Cloud Sync. Sync multiple devices. (Start playing on your phone and continue on your tablet or computer).
▶ Victory? Compare Hi-Scores with players around the world.
▶ Different modes of game
▶ Crazy addictive game
▶ No age bar limit
Enjoy Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler premium version of the game now. Don't stop yourself only by reading and feeling how
interesting it would be to play Frutakia 2 - match 3 puzzler. Purchase now and enjoy the game-full journey with Frutakia 2 match 3 puzzler.
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Title: Frutakia 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Crazysoft Limited
Publisher:
Crazysoft Limited
Release Date: 3 Jan, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP2+
Processor: CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities; generally everything made since 2004 should work.
Storage: 60 MB available space
Additional Notes: Mouse is needed
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